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Abstract: We present a method for controllably produc-
ing longitudinal acoustic trapping sites insidemicrofluidic5
channels. Air bubbles are injected into amicro-capillary to
create bubble-bounded ‘micro-cavities’. A cavity mode is
formed that shows controlled longitudinal acoustic trap-
ping between the two air/water interfaces along with the
levitation to the centre of the channel that one would ex-10
pect from a lower order lateral mode. 7 µm and 10 µm
microspheres are trapped at the discrete acoustic trap-
ping sites in these micro-cavities. We show this for several
lengths of micro-cavity.
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1 Introduction
A core capability for most lab-on-a-chip and µTAS devices
is the ability to manipulate particles or cells in small vol-
umes, somethingwhich has been achieved through awide20
variety of modalities and for applications such as single
cell assays and cell sorting [1–3]. One of these modali-
ties is acoustic trapping, which allows non-contact, par-
allelisable handling of objects from the micron scale up-
ward [4, 5]. Particles are typically trapped and manip-25
ulated in standing wave patterns, with the interaction
strength between the particles and the acoustic field de-
pending on factors such as compressibility anddensity [6].
This provides a means of predictable non-contact locali-
sation, which is particularly well suited to larger scale cell30
trapping and handling [7, 8].
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Standing wave acoustic traps have found success in
many different applications, such as cell sorting [9–12],
patterning [13] and culture in suspension [14–16]. In or-
der to achieve more localised or dextrous trapping, usu- 35
ally one must employ a more sophisticated transducer ar-
rangement, for example changing the transducer shape
and bonding points to form longitudinalmodes in the cap-
illary [17, 18], or by using a multi-element array to manip-
ulate particles along a capillary [19]. While these meth- 40
ods have their own advantages, each serves to increase the
complexity of the physical system in order to increase con-
trol.

Bubbles have been used previously in acoustic trap-
ping methods. Rogers and Neild exploited the interplay of 45
streaming and Bjerknes forces resulting from oscillating
bubbles to selectively trap particles of different size and
density [20]. The boundary walls of the bubbles can also
be used to help create acoustic landscapes [21]. The use
of bubbles increases the number of acoustically reflective 50
surfaces, allowing for furthermeans of shaping an applied
acoustic field.

Micro-environments have also been devised previ-
ously in different modalities for many different applica-
tions, including acoustically levitated droplets for study- 55
ing enzyme kinetics [22], using SAWs to create acoustic-
counterflow and ultrafast microfluidics [23, 24], and high-
throughput and low-reaction volume biology [25]. Some
of these methods, however, are in open systems, and as
such are potentially subject to contamination. Others are 60
restricted by geometry and as such can lack reconfigura-
bility and dexterity. A closed system in which control over
particles or cells in a small volume is possiblewithout con-
tamination could be very useful in many biological appli-
cations, whilst maintaining adequate control over the par- 65
ticulate.

In this paper, we present a method for trapping par-
ticles with an ultrasonic standing wave in a small sam-
ple volume. Trapping using the acoustic standing wave in
capillaries is usually restricted to by the geometry of the 70
chamber in which acoustic resonance is achieved. How-
ever, using air bubbles injected into the flow as ultrasonic
reflectors, one can produce customisable standing wave
patterns to trap particles in a 3D array – vertically, hori-
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zontally and longitudinally - using a simple setup consist-
ing of a glass capillarywith a single transducer anddriving
frequency.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials and methods5

A common method of acoustic trapping is to use a half-
wave resonance, in which a standing wave is formed be-
tween the walls of a channel [26]. Typically, fixing a trans-
ducer to one side of a capillary will render optical access
impossible along that axis. However, the use of a trans-10
parent transducer means that optical access is preserved,
allowing for observation through the transducer, and the
potential for integration with optical manipulation sys-
tems [27]. For our chip fabrication, we use a disposable
method similar to those used by Hammarström et al. [28].15

To that end, a (300 × 300) µm inner dimensions
borosilicate glass capillary with 150 µm wall thickness is
fixed to a (1 × 2) cm Lithium Niobate-Indium Tin Oxide
(LNO-ITO) transducer. Lengths of 0.8 mm I.D. Tygon tub-
ing are connected to either end of the capillary to accom-20
modate flow. A solution of 7 µmand 10 µmpolymer micro-
spheres is delivered via a syringe. A second syringe is in-
serted through the wall of the Tygon tubing, and is used to
inject air bubbles into the flow. The fluid is pumpedmanu-
ally at a steady rate,with the air bubbles randomly injected25
in to the flow, thus creating different sized air-bounded
fluid cavities in the tubing and capillary.

A simple microscope system is used to view the cap-
illary, using Köehler illumination and a 5X long working
distance objective (Mitutoyo, 378-802-6) with a CMOS cam-30
era (Point Grey, GS3-U3-23S6M-C). The fluid cavities are
brought to rest in the viewing plane for observation.

The transducer is connected to the function gener-
ator with wires bonded by silver epoxy, and driven at
4.34MHz, which was experimentally found to produce a35
second harmonic acoustic resonance in the fluid cavity.
Micro-cavities of various lengths are observed.

It is also of interest to show that the cavities can res-
onate at different harmonics, so to that end the response
of the spheres in amicro-cavity are observed as the system40
is first driven at 4.34 MHz, and then switched to 2.15 MHz,
which was found to give the fundamental mode across the
channel walls.

2.2 Simulations

In order to gain insight into the acoustic field within the 45
capillary, and verify that the boundary conditions sup-
plied by the bubble were responsible for the observed pat-
tern, a simplifiedmodel of our systemwas simulated using
COMSOL 5. Figure 1 shows the modelled device.

Figure 1: Finite element model of capillary. Acoustic resonances
within the liquid filled core of the capillary are excited by an acceler-
ation boundary condition on the top surface.

The model comprised linear elastic elements forming 50
a square cross section glass capillary (300 µm inner di-
mensions, wall thickness 150 µm), and a “pressure acous-
tics” domain inside of it, representing the water. Rayleigh
damping (corresponding to aQ-factor of 100)was added to
the linear elastic elements to represent losses both within 55
the material, and also into the support material. Previous
work has found this to be a reasonable estimate [29], and
the precise value is less important as we are more inter-
ested in mode shapes than their amplitudes. Mesh size
was constrained to give a minimum of 6 elements across 60
the width of the capillary. To reduce computational load,
the transducer was not modelled explicitly, and the sys-
tem was excited by a boundary stress on the lower face
of the capillary. The curvature of the bubble interface was
not modelled, and the cavity boundary represented by 65
acoustic free surfaces that were flush with the ends of
the 3.20 mm modelled length. A range of excitation fre-
quencies were simulated, and the results presented here
are at the resonance where the energy density in the fluid
reached a maximumwhich corresponds to the fundamen- 70
tal mode of the acoustic resonance in the modelled capil-
lary.
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3 Results and Discussion
We observed different lengths of micro-cavities showing
various lateral harmonics as would normally be expected
in an ultrasonic standing wave device. However, as a re-
sult of the introduction of bubbles into the capillary, it is5
clear (see Figure 2) that modes are being excited that cre-
ate strong trapping nodes in the longitudinal direction in
addition to the forces found acting in the square cross-
section. The longitudinal part of the resonance is bounded
by the air-water interfaces at either end of the fluid cav-10
ity. Using a simple cavity resonance model to predict the
nodal spacing is found to be insufficient. Indeed, the reso-
nance found at 4.34MHz cannot be a simple {2,2,n} cavity
resonance as this would be beyond the cut-off frequency
for these cavity dimensions. Energy stored in the capillary15
walls and transducer thus plays an important role in defin-
ing the resonance. For the experimental results shown in
Figure 2, using image analysis software (ImageJ), the dis-
tance (±SD) between the longitudinal nodes is measured
to be 143 ± 5 µm.

Figure 2: Acoustic trapping of 7 µm and 10 µm spheres in different
sizes of micro-cavities. The micro-cavities have lengths (a) 3.88 mm
and (b) 3.72 mm. The transducer is driven at 4.34 MHz in each case.

20
In Figure 3 we have shown the sequential excitation of

two different harmonics in the same fluid cavity. The parti-
cles, initially held in the nodes created by driving the sys-
tem at 4.34 MHz, migrate to the nodes present as the sys-
tem is switched to a driving frequency of 2.15 MHz. This re-25
affirms some of our initial expectations with respect to the
behaviour of the acoustic field in the micro-cavity, in that
it has strong forces in the longitudinal, z, direction as well
as in the other directions of the channel walls. The unifor-
mity of the cavity mode wavelength in the longitudinal di-30
rection was not initially expected as the bubble boundary
is neither a fixed nor a rigid surface like the channel walls,
and we hypothesise that radiation forces on the bubble in-
terface could be modifying the cavity length in a complex
manner.35

Themodelling supports our interpretation of the trap-
ping being caused by a resonantmode [30]. Themodel pre-

Figure 3: Resonant frequency of 4.34 MHz is applied (a), then the
particle movement from (b), (c) to (d) when the function generator is
instantaneously switched to 2.15 MHz. The red arrows in (d) indicate
the direction the particles have travelled, from their initial to their
final positions.

dicts a near uniform distribution of pressure along the x-
direction, which is also observed in the motion of trapped
particles in the experiments. Figure 4 shows the potential
and kinetic energy densities corresponding to the pressure
and velocity components of the acoustic field respectively.
Assuming a particle with positive acoustic contrast factor,
the Gor’kov equation [31] shows that particles experience
forces attracting them to both the potential energy den-
sity minima, and the maxima of the kinetic energy den-
sity. The Gor’kov equation is shown in Equation 1 where
V is the volume of the particle, ρp and ρf are the densi-
ties of the particle and fluid respectively, and cp and cf are
the speeds of sound in the particle and surrounding fluid
respectively [19].

⟨F⟩ = ∇V
(︃
3
(︀
ρp − ρf

)︀
2ρp + ρf

⟨Ekin⟩ −
(︃
1 −

ρf c2f
ρpc2p

)︃
⟨Epot⟩

)︃
(1)

The patterns obtained in Figure 4 correspond to the ex-
perimental results shown in Figure 3d. The effect of acous-
tic resonance between the bubblewalls is clearly indicated
by the periodic trapping along the channel length. The 40
bubble walls are modelled as flat, solid boundaries in this
instance, however in practice these surfaces are not fixed,
and are free to move and deform. The difference in mea-
sured node spacing (±SD) between modelled and experi-
mental values of 356 ± 6 µm and 375 ± 9 µm respectively is 45
possibly due to themore complex excitation resulting from
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Figure 4: Normalised modelled energy densities (arbitrary units) on
the central plane of the fluid cavity at a resonance of 1.97 MHz. Air
bubbles are found at the top and bottom (±z) boundaries of the fig-
ure. The particle trapping positions typically coincide at the minima
of the potential energy density (left) and the maxima of the kinetic
energy density (right). This is closely analogous to the experimental
results in Figure 3(d).

the curved nature of the actual bubble surfaces and also
due to non-modelled acoustic activity in the transducer.

Because the boundaries created by the bubbles are
not fixed it is possible that the bubble walls may dynam-
ically interact with the acoustic forces such that they can5
adjust to a lowest energy position for the system, remov-
ing the need for the bubbles to be precisely spaced in or-
der to achieve a longitudinal resonance. This hypothesis
was backed up by the fact that longitudinal resonances
could be achieved in the presence of paired bubbles and10
lateral resonances even without controlling for the bub-
ble spacing. Hence, bubbles introduced into an acoustic
standingwave device give a robust and repeatablemethod
for achieving strong longitudinal resonances for a range of
frequencies.15

4 Conclusions
Through the introduction of bubbles into simple microflu-
idic channels we have shown that it is possible to trap
particles with significant trapping forces in three dimen-
sional arrays of discrete acoustic nodes in small volumes 20
of liquid. Our experiments and simulations confirm that
it is possible to trap in the vertical, lateral and longitudi-
nal directions simultaneously, using the channel walls in
conjunction with air/water interfaces along the length of
the channel. Three-dimensional localisation of particles in 25
a small volume could find use in applications such as 3D
cell patterning for parallelised micro-assays or encapsula-
tion [32]. The use of a transparent transducer in this system
allows for the addition of optical techniques, such as op-
tical tweezers. Adding such a technique would further in- 30
crease the dexterity of the system, and would open up the
possibilities of single cell movement and force measure-
ment/force calibration. The execution of these trapping
geometries, combined with the very simple system, makes
it an attractive consideration for future development. In 35
particular, the intriguing possibility of a mechanism for
the bubble boundaries to self-adjust to a resonance – in or-
der to reach a lowest energy, equilibrium, position in the
system – ensures that lateral and longitudinal resonances
can be excited simultaneously without difficulty. 40
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